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This is definitely my new favorite book I've read. Of course, I have a terrible memory and tend to forget which books I said were my favorites in the past, but I don't see myself forgetting this one. I chose this book to read because my dad read it and loved it and I was in the mood for something funny. Aside from my father nagging at me to
read it, I also overheard a snippet of an audiobook version of another Douglas Adams book, and it definitely made me want to read his stuff. Version I re This is by far my new favorite book I've read. Of course, I have a terrible memory and tend to forget which books I said were my favorites in the past, but I don't see myself forgetting this
one. I chose this book to read because my dad read it and loved it and I was in the mood for something funny. Aside from my father nagging at me to read it, I also overheard a snippet of an audiobook version of another Douglas Adams book, and it definitely made me want to read his stuff. The version I read was all four books of the
trilogy compiled into one text, and it's pretty hard to summarize the whole story. I'll try my best though. Books tend to focus on Arthur Dent, a simple Englishman, and what happens to him after the Earth is suddenly and violently destroyed to make the detour. Arthur is friends with the prefect ford, who turns out to be an alien. Ford is a
researcher on The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, which is about what exactly it sounds like but hasn't been hitchhiking away from the planet for 15 years. Ford manages to hitch himself and Arthur drive from Earth shortly before he is destroyed on one of the ships destroying the earth. They eventually get kicked out of this ship,
eventually to another ship where they meet the president of the Galaxy, Sashod Beeblebrox, who happens to be Ford's half-bowl, Marvin Paranoid android and Trillian. And then there's a little more, they learn the answer to the life of the universe, and all 42 that Earth was actually just a computer made by mice who are actually creatures
from another dimension, meet the real ruler of the universe, they travel back to prehistoric Earth, save the universe at least twice, get blown up several times, and so on and so forth. There is so much about this book that I loved it. If I were sworn in for some type of job that requires swearing, I would probably choose this book to swear, as
opposed to the Bible. The characters felt very alive and real, they talked like real people, even if their profanity was just made up by words for the most part. This book was laughed out loud funny at times and touching on others, but it was never boring to read. The writing never took too seriously, but it was still mature when it needed to
be. This is the first book I actually marked with sticky notes quotes that I want The voice Adams writes in is so unique because it's like someone tells you a story, but it's totally focused on none of which is a storyteller. The tone is cheeky and sarcastic at the time, but it's never too much. Before I start with something I didn't like, let me say
two things, first, that I had to break my brain to think about anything at all, and secondly, because of this these things are kind of picky. To the side, the biggest thing I've had a problem with is relationships. I often forgot that there had to be something between the two characters, so when he was brought up he struck me a little bit. I don't
mean explicitly stated novels like that between zafod and Trillian or Ford and alcohol, but rather implied things like Arthur are interested in Trillian. The names were also a bit of a problem, both because they were long and complicated, and because there were quite a few of them to remember. Finally, and the most picky of all, Ford's
name. Prefect Ford gave himself this name before coming to Earth because it was the name of the car and he thought the cars were the dominant species. This is mentioned once, and never brought up again. Honestly, I think Adams forgot about that line, because when Sashod and Ford meet Sashod calls a Ford Ford, but he wouldn't
know that this was what he called himself. See what I mean by picky? ... More Douglas Noel Adams (sometimes referred to as Bop Ad because of his distinctive signature) was born in Cambridge, England, on 11 March 1952 and educated at St John's College at Cambridge University. He graduated with honors in English literature in
1974. In addition to being a writer/editor for radio, television and stage, Adams worked as a hospital reporter, barn builder, and radio producer. Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, 1979, one of his best-selling humor and sci-fi novels, was originally a radio series. It was the first in a series of four books that includes a restaurant at the end of
the universe; life, the universe, and everything, and for so long, and thanks for all the fish. He once claimed that the idea for his first novel came when he was lying drunk in a field in Innsbruck and looking at the stars. He pokes fun at humanity, mixing science fiction with humor. Adams's additional books include The Meaning of Lyff; A
deeper meaning of Liff; Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective Agency; The long dark tea time of the soul; and mostly harmless. He is also the co-author of The Last Chance to See about endangered species. Douglas Adams died of a heart attack in Santa Barbara, California, on May 11, 2001, at the age of 49. Review: It's safe to say that
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy is one of the funniest sci-fi novels ever written. Adams deceives many major sci-fi tropes: space travel, aliens, interstellar warfare - stripping away everyone's sense of wonder and repainting them as normal, even silly. This omnibus edition begins with The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, Arthur Dent is
injected into the galaxy as a whole when he is rescued by an alien friend a few seconds before Destruction. Then in a restaurant at the end of the universe, Arthur and his new friends travel to the end of time and discover the true cause of Earth's existence. In life, the universe, and all, the gang goes on a mission to save the entire
universe. So long and thank you for all the fish tells how Arthur finds true love and God's last message to His creation. Finally, mostly harmless is arthur's story of continuing to search for a home in which he instead encounters his estranged daughter, who is on her own quest. There's also a bonus story, Young Sashod playing safe, more
vignettes than the full story that completes the package of this completist in the Don't Panic Chronicles. As the series progresses, its wacky elements diminish, but the satire on human life and weakness is always present. --Brooks Peck from Publisher: Finally, the full hitchhiking series in one volume! Five novels, including a new bestseller
are mostly harmless - plus a bonus story, Young Sashod plays safely! This name may belong to another edition of this name. Multi-component retail productBut bookAmazonBlackwell'sBook DepositoryHiveWaterstonesWH SmithWorderyFoyles'First legendary radio series, then a bestseller, then a blockbuster, hugely successful
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy Douglas Adams needs no introduction. This paperback Boxset collection includes all five parts of the trilogy, Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, Restaurant at the End of the Universe, Life, the Universe and Everything for so long and thanks for all the fish and mostly harmless. A phenomenon in all formats,
this paperback omnibus contains a full Hitchhiker's Five-Part, charting arthur Dent's entire odyssey through space and time. Share and enjoy. Hitchhiking on GalaxyOne Thursday lunchtime The Earth gets unexpectedly demolished to take place for a new hyperspace express route. For Arthur Dent, who had just demolished his house that
morning, it seems to be quite a lot to cope with. The galaxy may offer staggering different ways to be blown up and/or insulted, but it's very hard to get a cup of tea. The restaurant at the end of the universe, when all the issues of space, time, matter and nature of being have been solved, remains only one question - Where will we dine?
The restaurant at the end of the universe provides the ultimate gastronomic experience, and this time there's no morning after worrying about. Life, The Universe and EverythingFollowing a series of stunning disasters, Arthur Dent is surprised to find himself living in a hideously miserable cave on prehistoric Earth. However, just as he
thinks things can't get any worse, they suddenly do. Eddie's space-time continuum lands him, Ford the prefect, and their flying sofa in the middle of the cricket ground at Lord's, in just two days peace must be destroyed by war. Escaping from the end of the world for the second time, Arthur, Ford and their old friend Slartibartfast embark
(reluctantly) on a mission to save the entire galaxy from fanatical robots. Not bad for a man in a robe. So long and thanks for all the fish There is a knack for flying. The skill is to learn to rush to the ground and misses. It's not an easy thing to do, and Arthur Dent thinks he's the only person who's been able to master this nifty little trick - until
he meets Fenchurch, the woman of his dreams. Fenchurch once understood how the world can be a good and happy place. Unfortunately, she forgot. Convinced that the secret lies in the Final Message to God's Creation, they go in search of it. And, in a dramatic break with tradition, actually find it . . . Basically HarmlessArthur Dent
settled on the small planet Lamuella and embraced his role as a sandwich maker. However, his plans for a quiet life are thrown awry by the unexpected arrival of his daughter. There's nothing worse than a frustrated teenager with a copy of Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy in their hands. When she escapes, Arthur follows her determined
to save her from the horrors of the universe. After all - he's run into most of them before. David Walliams Caitlin MoranCharley Brooker Brooker the more than complete hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy. the complete hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy. the complete hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy audiobook. the complete hitchhiker's guide to
the galaxy box set. the complete hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy-the trilogy of five. hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy complete box set. hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy the complete radio series mp3. the hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy the complete radio series
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